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Abstract— Statistics play a critical role in biological and clinical research. In the era of 
Big (clinical) Data, this role becomes even more prominent, since statistics will serve as the 
central tool in the virtual clinical trials and meta-trials of the future. To promote logically 
consistent representation and classification of statistical entities, we have developed the 
Ontology of Biological and Clinical Statistics (OBCS). OBCS extends the Ontology of 
Biomedical Investigations (OBI) that is an ontology of the Open Biological/Biomedical 
Ontologies (OBO) Foundry and is supported by some 20 communities. OBCS imports all 
statistics-related terms from OBI. In addition, many other statistics related terms were added 
to OBCS to fill up the gaps in statistics representation. A combination of top-down and 
bottom-up methods is used in the OBCS development. The top-down approach works by 
surveying statistics workflows from the perspective of high-level structuring and generating 
new terms in OBCS when they are missing. The bottom-up method is applied by studying 
specific biological and clinical statistical analysis use cases, creating corresponding terms 
under existing high-level ontology classes. Currently, OBCS contains 686 terms, including 
381 classes imported from OBI and 147 classes specific to OBCS. In this paper, we will 
introduce the rationale, history, and current status of the OBCS development. Furthermore, 
one biological and one clinical use cases are provided to illustrate potential applications of 
OBCS. The biological use case involves an OBCS representation of a statistical data analysis 
of a microarray experiment conducted using blood samples from human subjects vaccinated 
with a trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine. The clinical use case analyzes clinical 
outcomes of nursing services using data obtained from electronic hospital discharge abstracts. 
The OBCS will be further developed. More statistics terms will be included based on 
community needs and biological/clinical use cases. The OBCS project and source code are 
available at http://obcs.googlecode.com.   
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